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Product Name: Lifeproof - iPad Nuud Case *ON PROMOTION*

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2446

LifeProof lets you live life with your iDevices in hand – running, biking, swimming,
surfing, paddling, skiing, skating, boarding, motorcycling, driving, working, parenting
and just navigating the hazards of daily life – you’re free to experience and share every
adventure, without worry.
Apple iPhone and iPad cases from LifeProof match the pace of your busy lifestyle. With
cases for iPhone 4/4S, iPad 2,3,4 and cases for the new iPhone 5, your device and all
of its capabilities can follow wherever you go from the land to the sea. Additionally,
attaching the waterproof iPhone cases to your device lets you take it where other
mobile devices fear to tread - oceans, ponds, even the shower! 
Experts have called LifeProof the best of all the iPhone and iPad cases because it is
waterproof, dust-proof and shock-proof, but there&#39s much more to it than that.
Unlike other iPhone and iPad cases, LifeProof offers a sleek low profile that barely
increases the size of your device. Your iPhone or iPad is not only protected, it looks
cool. What&#39s more your LifeProof iPhone and iPad case is supported by an array
of action mounts and iPhone and iPad accessories that lets you get the most from your
device. Take your device into water, dirt or snow with LifeProof - Let&#39s Go!
iPad Nüüd
LifeProof lets you live life with your iDevices in hand – running, biking, swimming,
surfing, paddling, skiing, skating, boarding, motorcycling, driving, working, parenting
and just navigating the hazards of daily life – you’re free to experience and share every
adventure, without worry.
Apple iPhone and iPad cases from LifeProof match the pace of your busy lifestyle. With
cases for iPhone 4/4S, iPad 2,3,4 and cases for the new iPhone 5, your device and all
of its capabilities can follow wherever you go from the land to the sea. Additionally,
attaching the waterproof iPhone cases to your device lets you take it where other
mobile devices fear to tread - oceans, ponds, even the shower! 
Experts have called LifeProof the best of all the iPhone and iPad cases because it is
waterproof, dust-proof and shock-proof, but there&#39s much more to it than that.
Unlike other iPhone and iPad cases, LifeProof offers a sleek low profile that barely
increases the size of your device. Your iPhone or iPad is not only protected, it looks
cool. What&#39s more your LifeProof iPhone and iPad case is supported by an array
of action mounts and iPhone and iPad accessories that lets you get the most from your
device. Take your device into water, dirt or snow with LifeProof - Let&#39s Go!
Naked touch experience, LifeProof confidence.
LifeProof gives you the freedom to make your iPad your constant companion – so get
your case on and Let&#39s Go!
Why nüüd?
for Ultimate Touch
Introducing nüüd naked screen technology.
With nüüd naked screen technology, there is absolutely nothing between you and your
iPad&#39s screen — literally.
iPad cases with built-in screen protectors significantly degrade the visual clarity of your
iPad and have an air gap that interferes with the touch experience.
Enjoy your iPad as Apple intended: go nüüd for perfect visual clarity and the most
responsive and intimate touch experience possible.
Confidently Buff
Water, Dirt, Snow & Shock Proof
Designed with confidence in mind, the LifeProof nüüd case for Apple iPad allows you to
take your iPad everywhere. Surf the web from the pool, view blueprints on the
construction site, or let the kids complete their reports while on a field trip.
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Now your iPad can accompany you wherever life takes you.
Sounds great everywhere
Enjoy your music and movies everywhere you go.
LifeProof&#39s patent pending Sound Enhancement System ensures you get the most
out of your media. The nüüd is the only case that channels the sound through the case
cavity, providing a richer, fuller sound.
nüüd, but never skimpy
Naked, LifeProof, and fully accessible. No compromise.
Industry leading protection and total screen clarity combined with full access to all the
buttons and ports are what makes the LifeProof nüüd case an enhancement to your
iPad experience with no compromise.
Eight Levels of Protection
Nüüd cases allows for perfect tactile response and visual clarity while iPad remains
fully protected from water and dust
Easy to access charging port, maintains seal even when underwater
Light-weight, shock absorbing, non-stick, fully enclosed casing
Large speaker ports allow you to get the most out of your music and movies using
LifeProof&#39s Sound Enhancement System
All buttons and features are always accessible
CrystalClear double AR coated real glass lens for ultra-high quality images
Transparent back
Water proof and dirt proof seals on case, ports and buttons
Every Single Case Water Tested
To give you confidence to go everywhere with your LifeProof iPhone, iPod Gen4 and
iPad, Lifeproof water tests each and every case they make. Not only that, after the test
an independent agent performs additional testing and even puts randomly selected
cases through a second water test. Lifeproof never ships a case unless it has been
successfully tested.
LifeProof employees use their cases every day, so they only make cases they trust
themselves!

Price: R958.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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